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  FROM THE CHAIR    

During the month of July we sadly lost two of our members, Frank Peché and Peter James.  Both 
Frank and Peter had been active members of the club.  The committee and members of the club 
send their condolences to Moira, Maureen and their families.

Despite some serious competition for your attention from the World Cup soccer, we had a very 
good turn-out at the Christmas in July natter.  Thanks to Brian and Frenske for the hard work in 
making it such an enjoyable evening and of course to Dieter for the glühwein which was up to the
usual excellent standard. 

I am one who enjoys the Wimbledon tennis and Tour de France each year and this year of course 
we also had the World Cup soccer to watch, so there has been plenty to keep me out of the cold 
garage.  Now that the sporting events are largely over it’s time to think about the list of items that
I wanted to attend to on the MG, in preparation for summer.  Before you know it we will be into the
busy springtime activities, so the month of August is a good time to check that your car is serviced
and in good order for the coming months.

The next club run is the ‘Amazing Race’ which will take place on Sunday, 12th August.  Shirley 
and I are organising this run and hope it will be as successful as last year.  The success and
enjoyment of the event is largely a result of the participation of members, I hope many of you 
will brave whatever weather comes our way and make it an enjoyable day for us all.   Please 
see the notice in this month’s Breed and let us know whether you will be coming so that we are 
prepared.

Entries to the 2020 Indaba will open on the 1st September.  The entry forms will first be 
distributed to those who have let us know they are interested in attending, if you want to be
amongst that privileged group please let us know soon.  Our indaba2020@gmail.com email
address is to be used for correspondence relating to the Indaba.

Until next month,

   
  Philip

        



 CONTACT DETAILS              EDITOR’S CORNER

It is indeed a pleasure to publish on page 7, an article that  
was submitted in 2002 by my predecessor, the late Garth 
Green.  A special thank you to his wife, Pam for her kind
permission.

There are a few changes to the September calendar - it will 
be to your advantage to take note of the planned picnic on 
Sunday,16th September.  Read more about this on pg.6.
Len Victor has sent in a few brain teasers on pg.3  

Please bear in mind if you are attending the 2019 Cape 
Centres Gathering in Cradock, the 1st payment of R1,650 
is due on 31st August 2018.

All articles for the September issue of this newsletter need 
to be in by 23rd August.

A quote for all MG women on Woman’s Day, 9th August.

 Here’s to strong women,
 May we know them.
 May we be them.
 May we raise them.

Fran
  ---------------------------

Dates to diarise
Whales & Wheels festival - Hermanus         29th September
Car Show  - Killarney                                     4th November
Kuns & Kultuurfees - Prince Alfred Hamlet     1st December

S.A. Historic Grand Prix - Franschhoek                     
        1st & 2nd December   
more information is available on the website:
https://sahistoricgp.com/pages/ticket 

Our bank details are:
 
Bank:       Standard Bank
Account:      MG Car Club – Cape Town Centre
Branch code:      036 309
Internet Branch code: 051001
Account number:     271157925

Disclaimer:

Views, comments, opinions, advice or suggestions in this newsletter are 
those of the contributors and advertisers and are not necessarily those of 
the club or its committee. Availability and condition of items advertised 
for sale are not guaranteed by the club or the committee. Whilst every care 
is taken in compiling the contents of the newsletter the club, committee 
and officials assume no responsibility for any effects arising therefrom.
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President   Dieter Reck
   021 852 4277 / 083 233 8437
   reck.dieter@gmail.com

 
Trustees    Robin Rich
   021 903 3426 / 082 660 3538
   robin@richpumps.co.za

   Joan Parker
   021 671 8379 / 082 214 7561
   joanrparker@gmail.com

Committee 

Chairman   Philip Roux
   021 683 6979 / 083 448 7352
   philipjroux@gmail.com

Honorary Secretary   Roy Zazeraj
   021 715 9694 / 082 514 5680
   roy@artique.co.za

Honorary Treasurer   Brian Aslett
   021 671 9250 / 083 267 3742
   brazzle@iafrica.com

Social & Events Secretary  Martin Davies
   021 712 0762 / 083 269 5483
   mgtddavies@gmail.com

Editor & Publications  Fran Johnson
   021 554 1097 / 082 733 7258
   franjohnson35@hotmail.com

Membership Secretary Shirley Roux
    021 683 6979 / 083 360 7300
   shirleyroux@gmail.com

Register Secretary   Mike Johnson
   021 554 1097 / 082 733 7258
   franjohnson35@hotmail.com
   

Ex-Officio:  
 
Regalia   Colin Cromhout
   021 715 5497 / 082 576 6392
   colincromhout@gmail.com

Club Historian   Vacant

Crankhandle Club Liaison  Martin Davies
   021 712 0762 / 083 269 5483
   mgtddavies@gmail.com

      
MMM & T Register Captain  Mike Johnson
   021 554 1097 / 082 733 7258
   franjohnson35@hotmail.com

MGA Register Captain  Vacant    (Mike Johnson)

MGB Register Captain  Neville Wyness
   021 782 9651 / 083 307 9936
   nwyness@mweb.co.za

Moderns Register Captain  Vacant
   



  OUT AND ABOUT

  AUGUST

Sunday
 
Tuesday

Thursday

  
  12th

  14th

  30th

The Amazing Race  - details on page 6

Natter & Noggin at Crankhandle Clubhouse, Wynberg @ 7.30pm  

Veterans’ Run - details to be advised

 SEPTEMBER
             
 Saturday

 Sunday

 
 Thursday

     
     8th

   16th
   
   
    27th
  
    

Bring & Braai Natter at Crankhandle Clubhouse, Wynberg @ 2.30 - 4.30pm
                                
Picinic run to commemorate the MG Sports Car Register 50th anniversary - 
details on page 6

Veterans’ run to be advised at a later date

    
    CAR QUIZ                                                                 Len Victor

   Below are a few brain teaser questions (to see if logic has kept up with age).
   The answers to these cryptic clues are makes and type names of cars from the 60s & 70s and 
   could refer to any make and model.  This should be fairly easy for the knowledgeable car 
   enthusiasts.
   Answers can be found on page 11 of this newsletter. 

     Q1    A nautical  Lord Nuffield

       Q2   Kimber car with a height disadvantage

       Q3   B M C in Twiggy attire
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     FRANK PECHĖ      (1934   -  2018)        Brian Hogg                                    

  
   

 
         

    
   After a distinguished Navy career, Frank retired as Head of Logistics for the Navy as Commodore,
   which rank was subsequently abolished and replaced as a Rear Admiral (hence ‘The Admiral’s
   Trophy’ which he donated for the Veterans’ group and which he had been instrumental in starting).
   He retired to Silvermine Retirement Village where he had much to do with the establishment of
   the multi-denominational Chapel.  After his marriage to Moira, whom he had been friends with
   since she was a teenager, they moved to Moira’s house at Napier but kept the Cottage at Silver-
   mine.  Both Frank and Moira had children from previous marriages. 

   Frank joined the MG Car Club (Cape Town Centre) in 1995 and held various committee positions
   including Chairman (2002 – 2004) and President (2005 – 2008).   At various times he owned the
   following MGs in the Club: TC, MGA, MGB, MGBGT, Metro, Magnette and MGF.

   Whilst in Napier he started the Overberg Classic Car Group, which became virtually a branch of 
   the Club.  As a large number of MG owners had moved to Napier, several Cape Town Club week
   ends away were organised to Napier specifically for the Patatfees (sweet potato festival).  Frank 
   and Moira returned to Silvermine every month to attend the Club meetings.  They finally returned 
   to Silvermine permanently when Frank’s health could no longer handle the pollen and indeed, 
   after a few years back at Silvermine, he had to receive the use of oxygen to assist his breathing.
   But this did not stop Frank and Moira from enjoying regular holidays/breaks with mobile oxygen
   supplies.

   Frank was still a dedicated MG man with numerous MG models in the cottage, he even had an
   MG badge on his walker.  As a near neighbour in Silvermine, I frequently had the honour of 
   delivering MG items to Frank.  Frank passed away after numerous complications beset him
   following an operation. 
   Our condolences to Moira and children.      

    
  
   It was with sadness that Liz and I recently learned of the passing of Peter James, after many 
   months of illness. Our first meeting was not exactly cordial.  Although the exact details elude me 
   we were on an MG run and stopped for lunch.  The party was accommodated on one long table 
   and Peter had the misfortune to be seated 2 places away from me.  I was my ‘normal’ self and at
   some stage told a joke, which Peter advised was inappropriate for the dinner table and he was 
   later heard asking who that loud person was.   

   Our next encounter was on the way to a Gathering where Peter experienced an overheating 
   problem with his modern TF and Liz and I, with a number of others, stopped to assist, .  Fortunately
   we had the right tools and Peter genuinely appreciated our help.  During the Gathering we 
   established the basis of a friendship which bloomed when we moved to Napier and got to know
   the other side of Peter.  We enjoyed numerous Saturday morning al fresco bottles of wine on the
   stoop of The Fox, lazy afternoons imbibing on the James’ veranda and many Overberg classic car 
   runs together.

   Although we moved to PE seven years ago we regularly kept in touch and enjoyed meeting at 
   Gatherings, including Wilderness and indeed we were due to share accommodation and travel 
   together to the recent Indaba, when his condition regretfully forced them to cancel. We will miss
   Peter’s wicked English humour, wry smile and friendship.  Our hearts go out to Maureen who was 
   amazingly strong during the difficult period of Peter’s illness.
   Rest in peace Peter, 
   Love Liz and Tony Greenwood

    PETER JAMES                  Tony Greenwood                                
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    COMMITTEE & SOCIAL NEWS

          
  
   Club Historian / Librarian
    The club needs a keen member to act as the Club Historian and to take charge of the club’s 
    stock of books in the library.  This will be a very interesting position for someone who is so 
    inclined, as there is a vast amount of interesting MG literature to be enjoyed. 
    For more information please contact:  Philip Roux  021 683 6979

    
    Register Matters
    In order to update the MG registers numerous, semi-completed forms have been e-mailed or
    hand delivered to some members.  To date the response has been dismally poor, except for a
    few enthusiasts who appreciate the benefit of keeping their car’s details on file.  The intention 
    is again to request car details and when received, please add the necessary information and 
    return to Mike Johnson.  (email: franjohnson35@hotmail.com)
    
    The club has vacancies for Register Captains namely; modern MG and A-type.  Should you 
    wish to assist with maintaining either of these respective portfolios please contact the 
    Register Secretay:  Mike Johnson  021 554 1097  (email: franjohnson35@hotmail.com)

   Membership changes    (please update your membership booklet)
    #1345  Ken & Beryl Ensor-Smith - unfortunately have resigned 
    #  848  Jennifer Lock - new email:  jenniferlyndall@gmail.com       

     *************

    AUGUST BIRTHDAYS
      
      1- Jenny Grinstead                         2- Peter Jack,  Willem Swanepoel   
      3- Brevan Robinson                       4- Conrad Minaar
      6- Roger Sleight             8- Karen Champion, Mignonette du Plessis   
      9- Barbara Collins             10- Marjorie van Heerden,  Aubrey Keller   
    12- Paul de Groot              16- Philip Katz      
    20- Steven London             22- Rosemary Rademan,  Damian Enslin    
    23 -Keith Poole,  Fran Johnson         25- Maureen James,  Mike Porter  
    27- Nigel Stokes,  Peter Knott            31- Harold Sandak-Lewin,  Karen Swart
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    FUTURE EVENTS                                                 
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   The Amazing Race  -   (Sunday 12th August) 
   If you have always wanted to know what it is like to be a contestant in 
   the “Amazing Race” TV show, please put your name on the list and join
   us for a fun day out.  Meet at Woodbridge Island, Milnerton parking area
   at 09h30 to depart at 10h00.   On departure you will receive your first
   instruction.  A navigator is strongly recommended - please bring along a clipboard and pen.
   If all goes as planned, we should arrive at our mystery destination for lunch by 12h30.  
                  Last day to enter for this event is Tuesday, 7th August.
   Contact:  Philip & Shirley Roux   083 360 7300   email: shirleyroux@gmail.com   

   
     *************

 
   MG Sports Car Register  - Anniversary Run   (Sunday 16th September)
   A run is being organised to commemorate the first outing by members of the newly formed MG 
   Sports Car Register, which took place some 50 years ago on 17th September,1967.  Turning
   back the pages of history, the Register was formed to bring young and enthusiastic owners of
   MG sports cars together, after the existing MG Car Club had become a club of family men
   driving sensible family limousines.  What started off with an informal gathering of 21 enthusiastic
   MG owners outside Robbs Motors in Rondebosch on August 27th, culminated in the inaugural
   drive of some 40 MGs to Franschhoek in September 1967 and the formation of a new club.
   Ultimately, in 1973 the MGSCR affiliated with the MG Car Club Ltd., Abingdon and changed
   its name to what we proudly are now:  The MG Car Club Cape Town Centre
   
   This forthcoming, anniversary run will take us back to the same spot where half a century ago
   we stopped for a chat, a braai and of course some cold Castles.  The land is now owned by the 
   L’Ormarins Estate and we have been given permission to congregate there once again for a 
   picnic, (without braai fires this time).  Further details will be published in the September issue of 
   The Breed.  In the meantime however, if you know any MG owner who may have attended the
   original run, please invite them along to join us and share some good, old MG memories. 
      - Dieter & Loraine Reck  
       (Membership No. 47)       

            
                         
                              

 

                                                     Inaugural drive of the MGSCR to Franschhoek on 17th September 1967
   



     By TD to Port Alfred                        Garth Green  

 

  
   I was going to entitle this piece, ‘Useful Information’ then I thought maybe ‘Useless Information’ 
   would be more appropriate.  The latter came out tops in my mental debate.  Then I realised that 
   you aren’t all squirrels, such as I am, and would not have a desire for unsolicited scraps of 
   information and therefore would not read it.  So, it has a completely different one.  I am a squirrel 
   in that I store up bits of this and bits of that just in case, one rainy day, they may just come in 
   handy.  Useless statistics as well as material things.  Just for fun then, here are some statistics 
   that I conjured up on the run along the N2 in my TD, from Cape Town to Cape Town via Port  
   Alfred, for the Indaba.

   The route is boring (at least as far as Mossel Bay) and gave me time for thinking and doing a bit 
   of mental arithmetic.  I prefer the more scenic and less trafficked, inland route through the Little 
   Karoo then down the Outeniqua Pass to George and the N2, but it does take longer - so we went
   along the direct road.

   As I sat there listening to the XPAG motor singing sweetly, I got to thinking about what was going
   on inside it.  The crankshaft was going round 4000 times every minute for most of the journey. 
   This caused each piston to accelerate from rest at the bottom of its stroke, up to a maximum 
   speed at the midpoint of its travel and back to rest at the top of the 90mm stroke - at an average
   speed of 12 metres per second.  The same happened on the downward stroke.   And it did all this 
   more than 60 times a second!  
   
   The camshaft, meanwhile, was only doing 2000 rpm, but still lifted the valves and the valve 
   springs and returned each of them to their seats more than 30 times a second.

   The distributor shaft was also rotating at 2000 rpm, opening and closing the points four times for 
   each rotation and each time the points opened the coil generated a spark.   In total on this run
   (1271 miles according to my odometer) the points opened and closed more than 1O million times.  
   Without missing a spark!  

   The four stroke petrol engine is indeed a miracle.  After 5 million revs of their engines, that all 
   but a few of the 150 cars (mostly over 20 years old) at the Indaba completed their journeys with 
   equally boring results, is testimony to outstanding engineering design and manufacture.  We 
   should never complain when it is found necessary to replace these hard working items.  They 
   certainly have a hard and busy life. 

   Editor’s note:  written by the late Garth Green and previously published in 2002 in ‘The Breed’ 
           - submitted by Richard Grinstead 

   Garth’s treasured TD recently resprayed in the 
    same burgundy colour.  
    The proud, new owners, Fred and Karin Pickard 
    have joined the MG Car Club - KZN Centre.        
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      PAST EVENTS  

               

 

 

      

 
     

 

    

Veterans’ run to Cattle Baron Restaurant, Paarl  -  Thursday 28th May  
   A long time ago someone said that the important part of any club run is the lunch, when one has 
   the time and pleasure of socialising with friends who you may only meet once a month.  This 
   does not mean that the tours/visits to different places that are organised, are not interesting 
   because they certainly are of interest.  Angela and I decided to organise a run so that people
   who took part could drive their cars and have, what we hoped, was a good meal.  We arranged
   the meeting point at Willowbridge Trade Centre, where parking was free and we were able to 
   buy coffee or tea at ‘Fruit & Veg”.  

   With my involvement in Blind Navigators Rallies I had been over quite a few of the roads in this 
   area and it was just a question of finding a route which did not involve any freeways.  With the 
   use of computer maps I found a route where we were able to go straight north out of Willow-
   bridge and before crossing the N1 turn left and then up to the R302 to Klipheuwel.  This is a 
   road used quite often but from Klipheuwel there were some roads which I had hoped people 
   were not aware of, before heading into Paarl where there was only one road to the Cattle Baron.

   Some people from the east elected to go directly to the venue which was understandable and 
   others met at Willowbridge on a bright and sunny morning.  The fun then began as the Bullman’s
   car looked as if a rear tyre was rather low and on looking closer at the top of the tread was the
   shiny, silver top of a nail showing.  Off they went to the local tyre shop to have it repaired in no
   time at all, they then decided to drive directly to the venue so as not to be too late.  On the route
   the Rouxs also found one of their tyres was a bit low.   Being a good boy scout Philip was 
   prepared and had a stirrup pump with him so he topped it up the hard way.  He must have done 
   something right because after lunch the tyre was still inflated and he did not have to pump it up 
   again to get home.

   Twelve cars,  1TD  3MGB   3xBGT   2TC  3TF were on the run and all arrived safely at the
   Paarl, Cattle Baron.   Pat Coyne brought along a visiting neighbour, David, as his navigator
   (he is also a member of an MG Club in England) and it was very interesting chatting to him.
   I think he enjoyed travelling in an open top in such fine weather.   As we were only 24 people
   we were able to fit into a room all to ourselves which was very pleasant without any disturb-
   ance from other patrons.  The atmosphere, food and the service at the restaurant was very
   good.  From the comments made to us after lunch, people had enjoyed the run and venue 
   so it gave us pleasure to have given our friends pleasure.          
   -  Roger & Angela Manton        
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 Club run to The Fireman’s Arms   -    Sunday 8th July
 Unlike previous runs to the Fireman’s Arms when the weather had been atrocious, this run 
 was in perfect dry, warm, sunny conditions.   Ideal roof down motoring with scenic views.
 Eleven cars with 19 members and 2 guests, comprising of:  1TC  2TD  1MGA  1MGB  2BGT  
 1ZR  1TF and 2 plastics met at Constantia Shopping Mall car park before setting off on a 
 scenic run.  To be fair, the one inappropriately named plastic was the Austin Healey 3000 of
 Theo van der Hoek, who discreetly parked his Austin Healey away from the selectively
 positioned MGs at the Fireman’s Arms.

 The run took us towards Hout Bay where we turned into Diaz River road to avoid the congested
 and sometimes protesting areas of the village.  This road took us past the famous World of Birds
 then onto Suikerbossie, followed by the scenic coastal road to Camps Bay.   A deviation was 
 made at Camps Bay to follow the winding and hilly route to Kloof Nek, we then descended the 
 other side towards the V&A Waterfront to the reserved parking area at the Fireman’s Arms. 

 As with past experience, Kevin had organised tables for us in front of the big screen in readiness 
 to witness the thrilling, British F1 Grand Prix.   Excellent, hot food was served with the usual 
 efficiency and in time before the rush of other patrons.  The final few laps of the Grand Prix 
 Sebastian Vettel (1st) Lewis Hamilton (2nd) who, being shunted early in the race to the back 
 of the pack had many positions to gain and Kimi Raikonnen (3rd).           - Martin Davies

     *************        
                  
MG snippets from ‘Safety Fast’ magazine                               
 
 MGs scrapped 
 During the British government’s car scrappage scheme in 2009, some 392,227 cars were 
 handed in to be scrapped.  Although the scrappage scheme played a vital role in pulling that 
 country’s car industry out of a serious hole, it makes grim reading for MG enthusiasts.   The
 following MGs were traded in against newer cars, as part of the scheme:   MGB = 150
 Midget = 57    Metro =18    Maestro = 4    Montego 2    MGF/TF = 584    unknown MGs = 7  
 Let’s hope that just some of these found their way back into the hands of enthusiasts!

 Adapting to American regulations 
 During the 1960s, Abingdon (mainly in the person of Roy Brocklehurst) had to respond to 
 new safety regulations being dreamt up by the Americans, both at State and Federal level.  
 This was a huge market for MG, so the pressure was on.  The regulations covered a wide 
 scope,  such as windshield defrosting, controls, occupant protection and fuel tanks.  In 
 addition, from January 1, 1968 all vehicles exported to the USA had to meet the requirements
 of the Clean Air Act.   It was ‘quite remarkable that existing sports cars such as the MGB and 
 particularly the Midget could be made to comply’, especially given the short time frames.  One
 simple example was the need for a padded fascia.  There were no existing examples to work
 from, so the design and technical development teams had to go through a quick and steep
 learning curve.  There was little time for testing, so prototypes moved rapidly to ‘off tool’ versions.
 Another challenge was that everything that was being developed for the MGB had to also be
 replicated, in a slightly different way, for the Sprite and Midget.  To quote again ‘many sleep-
 less nights ensued before everything finally came together’.         

 Editor’s note:  with kind permission from the Editor of ‘Safety Fast’ magazine (November 2014)
                               - submitted by Roy Zazeraj
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        LETTERS        
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    Heritage certificates
    All the MGs that I have owned I have always got their Heritage Certificates.  It sort of completes 
    an interesting history of the car.  It is normally only issued at Gaydon after the car is 30 years 
    old.  Adrian Clifford in England (email: fandtfinfo@gmail.com) has taken it upon himself to collect 
    all the data from the TFs built at Longbridge.  If any member is interested in their TF’s build 
    history, Adrian will give you a certificate as long as said member gives him all the car’s details. 
    No costs involved.  Most numbers required can be seen on your car licence document.

    NB. The BODY number is in the boot.  You learn’t something today?  Open the boot lid and on 
    the top left-hand side behind the carpeting you will see the body number, which is painted over.
    It has 6 digits. There are also some letters ROV AA but these are not required.  The rubber which 
    holds the carpeting in place requires a small amount of prising to see the number.   No screws, 
    grommets need to be removed.   After you have the number put the carpet back behind the 
    rubber, make sure the boot keys are in your pocket then close the lid.   - Buddy Mockford

     **************    
 
   
    LRP Additives
    As I am personally finding it harder and harder to find any filling station still selling LRP fuel,
    would someone please let me have names and contact details of any additive they may
    suggest I try.  Also to find a source of possible bulk purchase?  Any assistance would be 
    greatly appreciated.       
    Thank you  - Roger Manton    083-415-3184  email: mantons@afrihost.co.za

     
_______________________________________________________________________

       INVITATION TO THE MG CAR CLUB CAPE TOWN CENTRE 2020 INDABA 

              
               

                       

              



       FOR SALE & WANTED

    FOR SALE             

    MGB GT  -  Can be viewed in Constantia.
    Price:  R95 000
    Contact:  J. Ward 084 430 6961

         

      _________________________________________________________________________________
   
  WANTED

 For MGB GT:
   - 1 x MGB spoked wheel – any condition
   - 1 x MGB octagonal wheel nut RHS 12 tpi

           Contact:  Peter Taylor 084 970 6499 / 021 686 3106 email: taylorpstb@gmail.com

     _________________________________________________________________________________
 
  
 Cryptic clues to questions on page 3
              Q1   Answer:    Morris Marina
       Q2   Answer:    MG Midget
              Q3   Answer:    Austin/Morris mini         

      __________________________________________________________________________________________
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